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 The Paper Bag Princess  
Robert Munsch & Michael 

Martchenko  

When Princess Elizabeth is all set to be married to Prince 
Ronald, disaster strikes! Suddenly, a fire-breathing dragon 

appears, smashing its way into the castle, scorching the 
princess’s clothes and kidnapping Prince Ronald! Re-

sourceful Elizabeth finds a paper bag to replace her burnt 
clothes and sets off on a brave quest to rescue the prince, 

only to find that her prince isn’t quite as gallant as she had 
imagined  

 Small Knight and George and the 
Royal Chocolate Cake  

Ronda Armitage and Arthur Rob-
ins  

Small Knight and his little friendly dragon George are 
sent on a mission to retrieve a stolen chocolate cake, in-
tended for the royal party. Their bravery is tested when 
the pair find the cake in the hands of the wild brigands!  

 The Knight and the Dragon  
Tomie de Paola  

This is the story of a knight and a dragon who know that 
they are expected to fight each other because that is what 

dragons and knights are supposed to do. Feeling ill-
equipped, each one privately prepares by reading manuals 
from the library, with the knight building armour and the 

dragon practising his best tail-swishing.  

 The Snowflake Mistake  
Lou Treleaven and Maddie Frost  

Within a floating ice palace high above the clouds, the 
Snow Queen operates a snowflake machine, ensuring that 
it produces perfectly identical flakes. But one day when 
the Queen leaves her daughter Princess Ellie in charge, the 
machine breaks and Princess Ellie has to find a new way 
to make the snowflakes. Princess Ellie creates exquisite 
and unique snowflakes by hand, making the most beauti-
ful snowfall ever. 

 

 George and the Dragon 
Christopher Wormell  

his is the story of a mighty dragon who seems ferocious, 
until we discover that he is terrified of George, a tiny 

mouse who pops round to borrow some sugar. This is a 
beautifully illustrated story coupled with the kind of gen-

tle humour  

   


